TR
Try to return the tires at the right rate.
It will attract three rather tired tradesmen.
Start the letter in a separate part of the article.
Write about three of the trials and relate the entire result.
Use the cart to start a good piece of art and buy a tart and a garter
at K Mart.
The warts make it hard to win hearts; try to start with a tart from K
Mart.
Try to rotate the tires at intervals.
The tradesmen returned.
Robert tried to retire promptly at three.
MN
Men can mend any mechanical machines.
More men are needed in numerous areas.
Merchant Marines are looking for a few good men, men with muscle,
intelligence, experience, knowledge, intuition, insight, and strength.
Millions of mundane merchants complain constantly of their morbid grind
mill lives.
Monterey man masterminded the monster males.
The Robinson Marching Rams marched on the U. S. S. Nimitz.
For a nominal sum, we can maintain an account in your name.
We are going to obtain action tonight.
Omit the notation.
OI
Our oil in the oven boiled over although Oral anointed with it.
Otis boiled with fury over the incident of the tomato vendetta.
Mississippi moon won’t you keep on shining on me.
Constantinople is not in Ethiopia.
One million trillion billion old Indians in droves visited
Indianapolis.
AS
He just ran out of sugar for the cake.
Have you read that sad book yet?
The mast of the ship is slowly falling apart.
How fast can she read that paper?
Ask him what that lady’s name is.
All the ads ask us to give to the stores.
The sales at the stores have to end.
Susan is staffing the Safety Committee.
All the lads fall down the stairs.
Sandy’s sack fell off the table.

Sara spanks Susan for spreading all the sand.
Sheila is sad about Sally’s story.
A sample sent to our latest address will also satisfy us.
Ask Sam.
EI
Their friend Eileen emanated cheer when they were ill.
Eileen extracted eggs from elephants.
If I erected an Igloo, I will be well.
If Eddie Eirret does not behave well he will be ejected from the Elite.
When I went to Ethiopia I saw egrets laying eggs.
The eminently prominent dentist performed miracles with elongated
teeth.
Efficient service is their chief consideration.
Itemize receipts.

